CURRENT GRHSJB SCHEDULE:
Examine this schedule and compare it to your own. You are required to bring to your January GRHSJB audition this schedule that has been initialed (at each week) and signed by you and by a parent. If for any reason you would be absent from a specified date, you must indicate that reason in the space provided.

M 1/3, 4-8p — VCU Greater Richmond High School Jazz Band Auditions, MC 1003
T 1/4, 4-8p — VCU Greater Richmond High School Jazz Band Auditions, MC 1003

SUN 1/16, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 1/23, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 1/30, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 2/6, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 2/13, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 2/20, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 2/27, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 3/6, 2-4p — hold for rehearsal; will be determined later
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 3/13, 2-4p — hold for rehearsal; will be determined later
(Note that clocks are to move forward one hour at 2a!)
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________

SUN 3/20, 2-4p — VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
— Student’s initials: ______ — Parent’s initials: ______
— Reason for any known absence: ____________________________
SUN 3/27, 2-4p—VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
—Student’s initials: ______ —Parent’s initials: ______
—Reason for any known absence: ________________________________

SUN 4/3, 2-4p—VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, Vlahcevic Concert Hall stage. (A rehearsal/workshop with the VCU Jazz Orchestra I’s guest artist will immediately follow, to which you may be invited.)
—Student’s initials: ______ —Parent’s initials: ______
—Reason for any known absence: ________________________________

SUN 4/10, 2-4p—VCU GRHSJB rehearsal, MC 1003
—Student’s initials: ______ —Parent’s initials: ______
—Reason for any known absence: ________________________________

SUN 4/17—NO rehearsal (Easter)

SAT 4/23 (NOTE SPECIAL SATURDAY!)—The current plan is 5:45p warm-up, followed by 6:40-7:30p VCU Greater Richmond High School Jazz Band, Titan Jazz & Arts Festival, Trinity Episcopal School, Richmond. Currently free admission, and typically a paid engagement for the bandmembers.
—Student’s initials: ______ —Parent’s initials: ______
—Reason for any known absence: ________________________________

SAT 5/7 (NOTE SPECIAL SATURDAY!)—The current plan is 11a set-up, Noon sound-check, followed by 1p VCU Greater Richmond High School Jazz Band, Vlahcevic Concert Hall, Singleton Center. Free admission. Attire is coat and tie. Volunteer student crews also assist with teardown. Each GRHSJB student will assist pre- or post-concert.
—Student’s initials: ______ —Parent’s initials: ______
—Reason for any known absence: ________________________________

Other concert appearances by the GRHSJB during the coming months may be announced later.

Your name (please print): ___________________________ Your signature: ___________________________ Date: ________

#  #  #
“I understand that by auditioning, my child is committing to be available for the rehearsal and concert schedule through May 7, 2022 as printed above. I understand that current required protocols include masked personnel and, for aerosol-producing instruments, bell covers. I confirm that s/he and I understand that students who cannot fulfill this commitment to the ensemble should not audition. I also understand that photo and video images may be taken of my child in the rehearsal or performance environment that may later be published, potentially with a roster of bandmember names and participating schools, for public relations and advertising purposes so that the GRHSJB may continue its community outreach.”

Your parent’s signature: ___________________________ Date: ________

Again, bring to your January GRHSJB audition a printout of this calendar section that has been initialed and signed by you and by a parent. ALSO bring your Richmond’s Bands brochure, signed by your parent and by your Band Director.

#  #  #